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Krein approach is used to study the particle creation during quasi-de Sitter inflation in
different background space-times. In the conventional method for calculating the created
particles spectrum, the background space-time is automatically considered flat. Selecting
a flat background poses two fundamental problems: First, the method of calculating is not
covariant relative to the curved space-time. Second, the number of created particles becomes
negative. Krein approach can be considered as a covariant method to calculate two-point
functions in curved space-time. So we extend this method for particle creation during early
cosmic inflation. As a new proposal, we choose the background vacuum based on the smallest
number of created particles in that space-time. The calculations will show that in order to
solve the above mentioned problems, the background space-time must be non-flat and the
number of particles in the background must be minimum.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Even the simplest versions of the inflationary scenario appear to have the necessary mechanism
to justify the homogeneity at large-scale universe and the tiny initial inhomogeneities to structure
formation. So the spectrum of the inflationary models agree very closely with cosmological observa-
tions [1–4]. Since, the primordial inflation has occurred in a dynamic and curved space-time, so the
quantum mechanism governing this theory must be studied in a curved background [5].
The annals of the creation of gravitational particles in a curved space-time goes back to Schrödinger’s
early work in 1939 [6], and later was developed by Parker for an expanding background in the late
1960s [7–9]. A prominent trait of this method is using the mode functions that is compatible with
the equation for the classical wave and also satisfies the Bogoliubov transformations. Despite many
successful aspects of QFT in non-flat space-time as well as in the cosmic inflation scenario, the
meaning of vacuum and particle in the dynamical non-flat space-time still has some fundamental
problems. [5, 10, 11].
As we know, vacuum in flat space-time is quite distinct and unique, but in curved space-time, the
definition of vacuum is not very obvious and there is anonymity in its selection. If for the very
earliest times of the cosmic evolution, we consider a pure de Sitter inflation, for such a period under
the de Sitter symmetry group there is a distinct class of invariant vacuum states. In fact, one of
the essential foundations of the particle creation process in each era is how to choose and define the
quantum vacuum state[5].
However, the accelerated expansion in the early universe was not occurred in a pure de Sitter
space-time, because recent observational data motivate us to use quasi-de Sitter inflation instead of
pure dS inflation[12, 13]. Consequently, it is more reasonable to describe physical early universe with
a more physical initial states i.e. quasi-de Sitter vacuum. Therefore, we have introduced the co-called
asymptotic- de Sitter modes for the first time in [14–17], as the main vacuum modes during inflation
to study the subject of the particle creation. Compared to pure de Sitter inflation, particles created
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2during quasi-de Sitter inflation have effective mass and non-minimal coupling with gravity that
appears to be due to the change in the curvature of the space-time from de Sitter one [18, 19]. By
using observational data, it has been shown that the background space-time for both early inflation
and present accelerating universe is inferred to be quasi-de Sitter form dominated by a quasi-vacuum
cosmic fluid [20].
In some resent works, we used these alternative modes to calculate the higher order corrections to
the spectra in a quasi-dS inflation [21]. Also, we have examined such asymptotic-de sitter modes
in the light of the planck data [22]. In the present work, inspired by the Krein approach in QFT
[23–25] and using of the curved background for gravitational waves instead to flat background [26],
we will obtain a covariant relation to calculate of spectrum of created particles. So, in Sec. 2 we
reintroduce the asymptotic de Sitter vacuum modes during inflation. In the main Sec. 3, we introduce
Krein approach in the cosmological spectra calculations. By using asymptotic-de Sitter modes as
the fundamental initial states during inflation, we obtain the spectra of created particles in different
space-time with Krein and standard approach . The comparison between the two approaches is per-
formed by drawing some relevant diagrams. In the final section conclusions and outlooks are presented.
II. ASYMPTOTIC VACUUM MODES DURING INFLATION
The recent cosmological observations motivate us to use perturbed form of diagonal metric in
Newtonian gauge as follows [12],
ds2 = a2(τ)(−(1 + 2Φ)dτ 2 + (1− 2Ψ)dx2), (II.1)
where Φ and Ψ are the gauge-invariant potentials. Due to Einstein equation, the perturbed parts of
metric and the inflaton field are related to in gauge invariant formalism by using Mukhanov variables
v and z . The dynamics of quantum inflaton field fluctuations are governed by following action [27]
S =
1
2
ˆ
d3xdτ
(
(v′)2 − (∇v)2 + z
′′
z
v2
)
. (II.2)
Therefore, the equation of motion in Fourier space for primordial scalar perturbations is[12]
v′′k +
(
k2 − z
′′
z
)
vk = 0, (II.3)
where derivatives are respect to conformal time τ . Also vk is the Fourier mode of quantum field.
We have z
′′
z =
2c
τ2 , for the dynamical background during inflation, in the equation (II.3), where c is
given by [16, 27],
c =
4ν2 − 1
8
. (II.4)
The general solutions of (II.3), can be written as the first and second kind of the Hankel functions
H
(1)
ν and H
(2)
ν , respectively [16, 17]:
υk =
√
piη
2
(
AkH
(1)
ν (|kη|) +BkH(2)ν (|kη|)
)
. (II.5)
For the first time in the [16], we have been used the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel functions at
the early time limit kτ ≫ 1 , in term of c as follows
υgenk = Ak
e−ikτ√
k
(
1− i c
kτ
− d
k2τ2
− ...) +Bk e
ikτ
√
k
(
1 + i
c
kτ
− d
k2τ2
+ ...
)
, (II.6)
3where d = c(c− 1)/2 . The positive frequency solution as asymptotic-dS vacuum is given by
υadSk =
e−ikτ√
k
(
1− i c
kτ
− d
k2τ2
− ...
)
. (II.7)
If we consider the special case(ν = 3/2 or c = 1), the general form of the mode functions (II.7)
reduces to first order mode i.e. the pure dS mode [28]:
υdSk =
1√
k
(1− i
kτ
)e−ikτ . (II.8)
For very early universe with pure de Sitter inflation we have a(t) = eHt or a(τ) = − 1Hτ , with
H = constant . The best values of ν which are consisted with the latest observational data [13], are
1.513 ≤ ν ≤ 1.519 [18]. This range of ν motivated us to the departure from dS inflation with pure
dS mode (c = 1) to the quasi-dS inflation with asymptotic-dS modes (c 6= 1) . Therefore we can
use asymptotic-dS modes (II.7) instead pure dS mode (II.8) as the main physical mode for the early
inflation that is consist with observational data.
III. KREIN APPROACH IN COSMOLOGICAL CALCULATIONS
The complete solution in the Krein approach is made up of a combination of two positive and
negative norm states[23, 31, 32],
φ(x) =
1
2
[φp(x) + φn(x)], (III.9)
where
φp(x) = (2pi)
−3/2
ˆ
d3k[p(k)uk,p(t)e
ik.x + p†(k)u∗k,p(t)e
−ik.x],
φn(x) = (2pi)
−3/2
ˆ
d3k[n(k)uk,n(t)e
−ik.x + n†(k)u∗k,n(t)e
ik.x],
p(k) and n(k) are two independent operators in spaces with positive and negative norms, respectively.
The operators obey the commutation rules as follows
[p(k), p†(k′)] = δ(k − k′), [n(k), n†(k′)] = −δ(k − k′). (III.10)
All of other commutation relations equal to zero. The vacuum state | Ω > is then defined by
p†(k) | Ω >=| 1k >; p(k) | Ω >= 0, (III.11)
n†(k) | Ω >=| 1¯k >; n(k) | Ω >= 0, (III.12)
where | 1k > is a one particle (physical) state and | 1¯k > is a one (un-physical) state. For more
information on Krein method and some of its results, see references [23–25, 31, 32].
In Hilbert’s method, the expectation value for the energy-momentum tensor become infinite. The
normal ordering method is used to obtain a finite answer. But in curved space-time this method is
not suitable and the following remedy is usually used for a finite solution[5],
〈Ω| : Tµν : |Ω〉 = 〈Ω|Tµν |Ω〉 − 〈0|Tµν |0〉, (III.13)
4In the second sentence of the equation ( ref Equ11), which relates to the flat background, the negative
sign can be interpreted as the negative norm effect in Krein method. So we can have the following
equivalence. [24, 31]:
〈Ω|: φ2 :|Ω〉Krein = 〈φ2〉p + 〈φ2〉n = 〈φ2〉phy − 〈φ2〉bac, (III.14)
Inspired by (III.13) and (III.14), the following definition for the renormalized spectra of created
particlescan be defined as follows,
〈N〉Krein = 〈N〉p + 〈N〉n = 〈Ωphy|N |Ωphy〉 − 〈Ωbac|N |Ωbac〉, (III.15)
where |Ωphy〉 and |Ωbac〉 are the positive (≡ physical) vacuum state and negative (≡ bak-
ground)vacuum state, respectively. Since, the early universe is expanded with a quasi-de Sitter
inflation [12], so we choose asymptotic-dS modes(II.7) as the initial physical vacuum, but for the
background (un-physical) vacuum we have both flat and non-flat options. In the next subsections,
we will use (IV.17) and calculate the number of created particles in some specific space-times by the
standard and Krein approach.
IV. PARTICLE CREATION DURING ASYMPTOTIC INFLATION
Using the Bogoliubov coefficients, the number of created particles for the vacuum mode υk is
calculated as follows [29, 30],
〈N〉 = −1
2
+
1
4ωk(η)
|υ′k(η)|2 +
ωk(η)
4
|υk(η)|2. (IV.16)
It is generally expected that particles will create due to changes in the gravitational field in the
expanding background of the universe[7]. In fact, how to select a specific vacuum plays a key role
in the number of created particles[5]. Our general mode (II.7) is not only time dependent but also
dependent on the parameter c . Therefore, any selection of c yields a different set of vacuum modes υk .
Anyway, by using equation (IV.16), the number of created particles for the vacuum modes (II.7)has
been calculated as the follows [18],
〈N〉adS = −1
2
+
1
4
|k2τ2 − 2c|1/2[ 1
kτ
+
c
k3τ3
+
d2
k5τ5
+ ...
]
+
1
4|k2τ2 − 2c|1/2
[
kτ − c
kτ
+
(c− d)2
k3τ3
+
4d2
k5τ5
+ ...
]
. (IV.17)
A. Calculations for Special Cases
1. Flat space-time with c = 0
The number of created particles for flat vacuum mode,
υflatk =
e−ikτ√
k
, (IV.18)
obtained as follow,
〈N〉flat = 0. (IV.19)
This is an obvious result to the conventional method because background space-time is chosen flat in
the standard particle theories.
5Figure 1: The number of created particles 〈N1〉K = 〈N〉adS in term of parameter c in standard approach
with flat background is plotted for different assymptotic-dS space-times for kτ = −5 (red), kτ = −10 (blue),
kτ = −15 (gray), kτ = −17 (black), kτ = −20 (green), and for kτ = −40 (gold).
2. de Sitter space-time with c = 1
For pure dS vacuum mode (II.8), the result is as follows,
〈N〉dS = −1
2
+
1
4
|k2η2 − 2|1/2( 1
kη
+
1
k3η3
) +
1
4|k2η2 − 2|1/2 (kη −
1
kη
+
1
k3η3
). (IV.20)
This result previously has been obtained in [30].
3. Quasi-de Sitter space-time with 1 < c < 3
In order to illustrate the phenomenon of particle creation in dynamical inflationary background ,
let us consider the quasi-dS space-time, that observationally is very significant. In that case we choice
c = 2.34 , with d = 1.5678 ,
υqdSk =
e−ikτ√
k
(
1− i2.34
kτ
− 1.5678
k2τ2
)
, (IV.21)
and the minimum number of the created particles up to second order 1kη of mode (IV.21) is
〈N〉qdS = 〈N〉min = −1
2
+
1
4
|k2τ2 − 4.68|1/2[ 1
kτ
+
2.34
k3τ3
+
2.457996840
k5τ5
]
+
1
4|k2τ2 − 4.68|1/2
[
kτ − 2.34
kτ
+
0.5962928400
k3τ3
+
9.831987360
k5τ5
]
. (IV.22)
Note that the correction terms in (IV.22), were very small during early time, but grow at later time.
6V. GRAVITATIONAL PARTICLES CREATION WITH KREIN APPROACH
A. Creation on the flat background
In the gravitational wave point of view, we have,
hiµν = g
phy
µν − gbacµν , (V.23)
where, hiµν = δgµν is the metric perturbations. Accordingly for the flat background, we can write,
h1µν = g
adS
µν − gflatµν , (V.24)
and the number of created gravitational particles is given by,
〈N1〉K = 〈N〉adS − 〈N〉flat. (V.25)
But the relation (V.25 ) has two major problems, first of all, it is not in covariant form. Second,
the number of created particles in the interval (1 < c < 3) is negative, and this case is completely
unacceptable (see figure 1).
Figure 2: The number of created particles 〈N2〉K = 〈N〉adS −〈N〉dS in term of parameter c in Krein approach
with dS background is plotted for different assymptotic-dS space-times for kτ = −5 (red), kτ = −10 (blue),
kτ = −15 (gray), kτ = −17 (black), kτ = −20 (green), and for kτ = −40 (gold).
B. Creation on the dS background
But, in the novel point of view in the background field method we consider gcurµν ≡ gbacµν that is
consist with both of quasi-de Sitter inflation and first order cosmological perturbations. The metric
perturbations for the quasi-de Sitter inflation on the dS background
h2µν = g
adS
µν − gdSµν , (V.26)
7Figure 3: Comparison the number of created particles N1 (dash line) and N2 (solid line) in a single plot.
and the number of created gravitational particles is given by,
〈N2〉K = 〈N〉adS − 〈N〉dS , (V.27)
Note that when the background metric is flat, the results of Krein method is the same as ’Hilbert’
(standard) method. Note that the relation (V.27 ) is in covariant form, but still the number of created
particles in the interval (1 < c < 3) is negative.
C. Creation on a background with minimum number of particles
As one can see from figure 1, 2 and 3, both of the relations (V.25 ) and (V.27 ) can not solve
the problem of negative particle number. But the reason for the negative number of particles can be
found in Figures 1, 2 and 3. In these figures, for a special value of parameter c i.e. c = 2.34 , the
number of created particles has the lowest value. Interestingly, the number of particles in this case is
also smaller than the number for flat and de Sitter space-times, i.e. c = 0 and c = 1, respectively.
Therefore, it seems that the problem of negative number of created particles in the proposed method
can be eliminate, if we consider υqdSk as a main physical background. For this purpose we consider
gqdSµν ≡ gbacµν . Therefore, we can write,
h3µν = g
adS
µν − gqdSµν , (V.28)
and the number of created gravitational particles is given by,
〈N3〉K = 〈N〉adS − 〈N〉min, (V.29)
In this case, the result of the Krein method is no longer the same as the two previous cases, and the
choice of the quasi-de Sitter background changes the final result and removes of negative number
problem for created particles as is show in figure 4. Also, the final result is new and is consistent with
8Figure 4: The number of created particles 〈N3〉K = 〈N〉adS−〈N〉min in term of parameter c in Krein approach
with qdS bacground is plotted for different assymptotic-dS space-times for kτ = −5 (red), kτ = −10 (blue),
kτ = −15 (gray), kτ = −17 (black), kτ = −20 (green), and for kτ = −40 (gold).
the first order cosmological perturbations as well as observational quasi-dS inflation.
By comparing the 3 methods A. , B. and C. , it can be concluded that in addition to the main
physical vacuum mode, the choice of background modes plays a key role in the calculation of the
number of created particles. So in addition to the concept of particle, the creation of particles in the
curved space-time is dependent on the choice of the vacuum, and with the change of background
space-time during inflation, the results will change (Please compare figures 1, 2 and 4). Also,
according to both of figures 1, 2 and 4, the effect of high-order terms and the parameter c are very
small at the initial time ( |kτ | ≫ 0), but these effects become more pronounced over time ( |kτ | → 0).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A form of covariant approach in curved space-time has been used to study the particle creation
during quasi-de Sitter inflation in different asymptotic-de Sitter background space-times. Krein
approach has been considered as a covariant method for calculation of two-point functions for
quantum fields in curved space-time. So we extend this method in the essue of early universe
cosmology to calculate the spectrum of created particles during early inflation. Calculations have
been shown that the effect of our proposed method appears only when both sets of physical and
background vacuum modes are chosen from different non-flat space-times.
Addition to the standard method to calculate of power spectrum, we have proposed that the initial
vacuum modes are non-flat at early time, that was asymptotically de Sitter at very early time limit.
The calculations performed in quasi-dS space-time showed that the minimum of created particles
where not related to the flat space-time, but in the range of (1 < c < 3) , the number of created
9particles by asymptotic-dS vacuum mode are less than flat one. Especially in particular case c = 2.34 ,
we have the minimum of the created particles number. As a new proposal, we have chosen the
background vacuum based on the smallest number of created particles in that space-time. Therefore,
we have selected case c = 2.34 , as a background space-time for vacuum state instead of the flat
case i.e. c = 0, and with this trick we were able to solve the problem of negative number of created
particles during quasi-dS inflation.
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